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ON THE WEAK BEHAVIOUR

OF PARTIAL SUMS OF LEGENDRE SERIES

BY

S. CHANILLO

Abstract. We show that the partial sum operator associated with the Legendre

series is restricted weak type, but not weak type, on the V spaces when p ■= 4.

Introduction. Let P„(x) denote the /ith Legendre function. A function f(x) such

that/ E L\-\, 1) then can be expanded formally in a Legendre series, i.e.

Ax) ~ 2 OnPAx),   wherean = [n + ^)/_'/(0^(0 &.

SN(f)(x) denotes the Nth partial sum of the Legendre expansion of f(x). It was

proved by H. Pollard in [4] that if / G Z/(-l, 1), where 4/3 <p < 4, then one gets

mean convergence in Lp, i.e. HSyi/)!^ < Ç,U/II;» where Cp is independent of N

and f(x). He also showed that mean convergence fails if p < 4/3 or p > 4.

However J. Newman and W. Rudin in [3] showed that the inequality \\SN(f)\\p <

CpII/lip *s false at/> = 4 or/? = 4/3. The aim of this paper is to examine the weak

behaviour at/> = 4, much in the spirit of the Hubert transform at Ll(0, lit).

We now need some notations to state our main results. The Lebesgue measure of

any set E O (-1, 1) will be denoted as m{E). XeÍx) will as usual denote the

characteristic function of a set E. We then have

Theorem 1. Let Sn(xeXx) denote the Nth partial sum of the Legendre series of

XeO); then

m{x: IVxeX*)! >y}< (C/y4)(m(E)),       x E (-1, 1),   y > 0.

The constant C is independent of N and the set E.

Theorem 2. Let f E L4(-l, 1); then there exists no constant C, independent of N

andf, such that

m{x: \SN(f)(x)\ >y) < (C//)||/||t       x E (-1, 1),

and

\\f\\t = (f^\f\Adt).

In other words the partial sum operator is restricted weak type (4, 4), but not weak

type (4, 4).
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The proof of Theorem 1 uses some elements of the theory of A weights. In fact

the result of H. Pollard could have been deduced from the results of Hunt,

Muckenhoupt and Wheeden in [2] on the Hilbert transform.

We wish to thank Professor H. Pollard for his encouragement while working on

this problem.

Proof of Theorem 1. We shall begin with a partial sum formula for SN(f)(x),

which is obtained by a rearrangement of the Christoffel identity and was obtained

by Pollard [4].

- l1^1)- PN,Áx)- f^PN+i(t)f(t)dt.

The symbol C will denote a constant different in different places but independent

of N and the set E.

We shall also need some estimates on the Legendre polynomials, which are

readily available in the book of G. Szegö [6].

(a)(l - x2y/\n + l)l/2\Pn(x)\ < C [6, Theorem 7.3.3, p. 163].

(ß)(l - x2yl/4(n + l)^2\Pn(x) - Pn+2(x)\ < C [6, 7.33.10, p. 170].

We now try to estimate the terms of equation (1).

We shall get rid of the middle term by using the weight results on the Hilbert

transform and the last term is estimated by Holder's inequality.

We begin by estimating the middle term by using (/?).

(2)

N + 2\N+l,„      . ,      rw^f  Ps+iiOÄt) dtI N + 2\N + 1 ,„      ,  .       „.,>/■

i        x-t

< CÍA' + 1),/2(1 - x>y/4\H(PN+2(t)f{t))(x)\,

where H is the Hilbert transform.

Now by the Chebyshev inequality from (2) we get

m{x: (N + 1),/2(1 - *2)1/4|//(/>„+2W/(0)WI >y)

< -i/1 (N + l)2\H(PN+2(t)f(t))(x)\\l - x2) dx.
y  J-\

We now note that the function (1 — x2) is readily seen to belong to the weight class

A4 (see [2]). Consequently the theorem of Hunt, Muckenhoupt and Wheeden [2]

yields that the right-hand side of (3) is majorized by

(4) (AM_j)V |/(x)|4|^+2(x)|4(1 _ x2} dx
y        J -i
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Using the estimate (a), the integral of (4) is majorized by

— I  \Kx)vdx = c—i-,
y •'-i y

the desired estimate.

We now estimate the last term in (1). Now

^^-IP^Áx)] f pN+Mf(t)dt
(5) 2 J~l

< c(n+ i)1/2(i - x2yl/*JN-l/2\f(t)\(i - t2y1/4dt.

The last expression follows by use of the estimate (a). Using Holder's inequality on

the right-hand side of (5) we estimate (5) by C(l - x2)"1/4||/||4. Now

m{x: C{\ - *2r,/4||/||4 >y) < (C//)||/||t

which is the desired estimate.

So now we only have to estimate the first term in (1). It is only here that the

assumption f(x) = Xe(x) becomes important. All of what we have done so far

works for any general function/ E L4(-l, 1).

Using the estimate (a), the first term in (1) is majorized by

C(N + 1)1/2(1 - X2)-1/4|#(X*(')(^(') - PN+2(0))(x)\.

We will show that

m{x: (N + 1),/2(1 - xYi/4\f/(XE(t)(PN(t) ~ /W)))(*)l >^}

(6) < (C//)m(£).

The estimate (6), then, along with the estimates for the middle and last expressions

in (1), which we have already proved, then yields Theorem 1.

Before we make any decompositions of sets and functions in the left-hand side of

(6), we will make some reductions. We will denote by U the set occurring in the

left-hand side of (6). We also decompose £=£,11 E2, Ex = E n [0, 1), and

£2 = (-l,0)n E.

Now we note that

m(U n {x: \x\ < I}) < m{x: C(N + l)1/2|//(x£(0(^(') - ^+2(0))WI >y}-

Using the classical result of M. Riesz [7, p. 253] we get that the right-hand side of

the last inequality is majorized by

(7) C^i¿ f\XE\A\PN«) - ¿W')|4 dt.
y      J

The estimate (/}) then is used to majorize (7) by C- m(E)/y4. Consequently

Theorem 1 will be proved if we show that

m{x: \ < \x\< 1, (N + 1)1/2(1 - x2yi/4\H({PN(t) - ¿>„+2(0)x*,('))(*)l >^}

(8) < Cm(E)/y4
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and

m{x:l<\x\<l,(N+ 1),/2(1 - x2yx/4\H((PN(t) - P„+2(0W))(*)l >y)

(9) < Cm(E)/y4.

We will only prove (8). The estimates for proving (9) are made in the same

manner as (8). We can now make a further reduction in proving (8). We next show

that

m[x: -Kx< -\, (N + 1)1/2(1 - x2yl/4\H((PN(t) - iW'))x*,(0)WI >y)

(10) < Cm(E)/y4.

This is because if x E (-1, -3/4) and is, Ç [0, 1),

i XEl(t){PN{i) - PN+2(t))

/_' x - t
dt\H((PN(t) - PN+2(t))xEl('))(x)\ =

<cf^\XEi(t)\\pN(t)-pN+2(t)\dt.

Using the estimate (/?) we majorize by

C(N + 1)-,/2/_,i|Xb,(0I dt < C(JV + l)-,/2m(£)1/4.

Hence the left-hand side of (10) is majorized by

m{x:(l - x2yx/\m{E))x/4>y).

This is estimated by Cm(E)/y4. So it is enough to prove that

m[x: | < x < 1, (AT + 1)'/2(1 - x2)"1/4|i/((PN(0 - iV2W)x£,('))(*)l >^}

(11) <Cm(£)//.

Let us denote by A the set appearing on the left-hand side of (11). Let

19= {x:0 <x < 1 -2~k+l,k > 2};

Ik = {x: 2-*-1 < 1 - x < 2'*, A: > 2);

ïk = {x: 2-*"2 < 1 - x < 2~k+\ k>2);

¡k = {x: 1 -2"*-2 <x <l,k>2).

Lei Ak = A n Ik. Then A = U "_2 ^*> and ^* r\ Aj = 0 if k ¥*j. We, moreover,

decompose x^.CO as follows.

Let xi£(0 = Xe.MX/oO). X¿?2(0 « Xs,(0x/t(0, X0O = X£,(0x/t(0- Clearly one
has

xs.(') = jdS« + x£>(') + Ä0-
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Let us also set for k > 2:

A? = {x: 2"*-' < 1 - x < 2~k, (N + 1),/2(1 - x2)_1/4

•|tf(x£>(0(^(0 - /V2(0))(*)l >yß};

Ak2> = {x: 2-*-1 < 1 - x < 2~k, (N + 1)1/2(1 - x2)"1/4

■\H{x<£(t){PN(t) - PN+2(t)))(x)\ >y/3};

A? = {x: 2~k~l < 1 - x < 2~k, (N + 1)1/2(1 - x2)"1/4

• 1^(^(0(^(0 - W))X*)I >y/A-
We shall get rid of Aj¿l) and Ak3) first, the estimates involved are also similar. Also

we note that Ak ç A(kl) u Af> u A^. We will show that

AV U A? C {x: C(m(E))l/\l - x2)"l/4 >y).

To do so it is enough to show that if x E Ik then

(n + i)'/2(i - x2r'/4|i/(x£î(0(^(o - ^+2(0))wi
(12)

<C(m(is))1/4(l-x2)-1/4

and

(n + i)'/2(i - xr'i^wwí) - w»x*)i
< C(w(£))1/4(1 -x2)-1/4.

By the location of the support of xi^CO and the geometry of the situation, the

left-hand side of (12) is majorized by

(;v+i),/2(i-x2r1/4/
i x%>(Q|p*(0 - P»+2(')\ dt

■i \x-t\

J-l I1  _ 'I

Using the estimate (ß) we get

(14) < C(l - x2)"'/4 fl x^(0(l - I)-*'**.

We now use Holder's inequality for Lorentz spaces. This is Theorem 4.5 in Hunt

[1]. The integral of (14) is then estimated by

< C- (1 - xVI/4||Xrtplkl>llO  - 0"3/4|l(4/3,c=)

<C(1 - x2yl/\m(E))l/4.
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Similarly if x E Ik, by the geometry,

i«»« - wwx«)!*/.',*"^:^*

<c/'iX0,)MiW!M.

From the estimate (/?) we get

(15) < c(A^ + i)-'/2/1 x£>(00 - 0"3/4^.

Again   invoking  Holder's  inequality  for  Lorentz spaces  we majorize (15)  by

CÍA' + l)~I/2(m(is))1/4. Consequently we have shown that

(16) A? U A? Ç (x: C(l - x2yl/\m(E))l/4 >y).

Now

(17) m(A) <ml\J (A? U A?)) +  f m(Ak2>).
\k=2 I        k=2

Now we note that

A? C {x: (N + l),/2|u(x^(0(^(0 - PN+2Í')))(x)\ > Cy ■ 2~k/4}.

The result of M. Riesz once again yields that

C

yA

(18) m(AP) < -^ • 2*A'2/xt*>(0|/,/v(0 " ^(0|4 dt.

By the location of the support of XeI(0 and the estimate (ß) we have (18)

majorized by

(19) 4fxJS(0*.

Substituting (16) and the estimate (19) for m(Ak2)) into (17) we get

m(A) < m[x: C(«(£)),/4(l - x2)",/4 >;>} +  |  ^/x^(0 ^

By the fact that the supports of xf\0 have bounded overlap (in fact a point may

belong to at most eight intervals ïk), we get m(A) < Cm(E)/y4.   Q.E.D.

Before proving Theorem 2 we wish to make some remarks. The first one is that

while proving Theorem 1, the only place we really needed characteristic functions

was when we used Holder's inequality for Lorentz spaces. It is this fact along with

sharper estimates instead of (a) and ( ß) which, when exploited, give us Theorem 2.

Of course one would like to show Theorem 2 by trying to mimic the elegant

functional analysis method of J. Newman and W. Rudin [3]. This, however, breaks

down. Keeping this in mind the idea behind Theorem 2 is almost clear.
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Proof of Theorem 2. The proof of this theorem is by contradiction. So let us

assume that there exists a constant C, independent of N, and/ E L4(-l, 1) such

that

m{x: \SN(f)(x)\ >y) < (C//)||/||4,       y > 0,    x E (-1, 1).

By (1) and the first part of Theorem 1 it follows that the above statement implies

(20) m{x: N\PN(x)\ \H(f{t)(PN(t) - PN+2(t)))(x)\ >y) < C\\f\\4/y4.

So it will be enough to construct a sequence of functions {/#(/)} such that the

constant C appearing in the inequality above grows with A'.

We now collect the asymptotic formulae we need from the book of G. Szegö [6].

As indicated above these are sharper forms of (a) and (/?). The first one is

obtained from Theorem 8.21.13, p. 195 of [6]. Hence we have

(21) i>„(Cos 9) = n~l/2k(9) Cos((n + ^\o - j\ + (n Sin 0)_1O(1)

where

k(9) = (7r/2)"l/2(Sin0)"1/2   and    cn~l < 9 < -n - cn~\

c being a fixed positive number.

In our application though we will restrict our attention to 9 < it/2. We now

develop the estimates for P„(x) — P„+2(x). By equation 7.33.9, p. 170 of [6],

(1 - x2)i>„'+1(x) = (n(n + l)/2n + l)(P„(x) - Pn+2(x)).

Hence, by equation 4.21.7, p. 63 of [5],

(1 - x2)i>„'+1(x) = (1 - x2)((« + 2)/2)i><'-'>(x).

So we get that

(22) \Pn(x) - Pn + 2{x)\ > b(l - x2)\P^\x)\.

As remarked previously we only need the part when 9 < it/2. We now employ the

"Hub's type" result, Theorem 8.21.12, p. 195 of [6]. Substituting o = ß = 1 in the

formula we get

(23) (Sin*)P<M>(Cos*) = 2(„ + ¡y\n -, 1)( <¿-eY\((n + §)*)

+ 0'/2O(«-3/2)

where cn~l < 9 < tt/2, c is a fixed positive number. /, is the Bessel function of

order one. We shall now make some observations from (21). Let us choose M large

enough and integral. The choice of M is determined by what follows. M is then

fixed for all choices of n. Consider then 9 such that Mw/n < 9 < {M + |)w/n. In

this range of Ö, (21) yields

Mm      tt\\        c
n > N0.\Pn(Cos 9)\ > C- *-'/2|Sin 9\-'/2| |cos(m,t + ^ - |)| - -¿

If M is taken sufficiently large we get

|P„(Cos Ö)| > C«"1/2|Sin 0|-'/2,       n>N0,   9 G [M-rr/n, (M + \)Tr/n).
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If one writes x = Cos 9 we get

\Pn(x)\>Cn-i/2(l-x2yl/4,

W) ^„ /„     (M+1/8W   _     (Mtt)\
n > N0,   x E I Cos -i-L-L-, Cos *-'- I.

We define

MO =
0 < f < Cos

(2Mir\

I   N   )'(1 - i2),/4

0, elsewhere.

Note now A' > N0. We will now estimate the Hubert transform expression in (20).

1^(^(0(^(0 - PN+2(0))(x)\,       x E (Cos^y8**), Cos(^)) = IN,

where H is the Hubert transform

(25) =   fCo^M^/N) \PN(t) - PN+2(t)\ d(

^ (1 - /2)1/4(x - i) °

If now x E IN and 0 < / < Cos(2Mtt/N), then / < x and (x - r) < C(l - /); the

last inequality is an easy consequence of the half-angle formulae. Hence (25) is

bigger than

"Cos(2w»/tf) \Pn(0 - ¿W(0l dt
ci

;° (1 - i2)1/4(l - t2)

Making the change of variable / = Cos 9 in the last integral we get

•■n/2    |i\(Cos 9) - PN+2(Cos 9)\ d9
(26) Cf/2    J

J2Mn/Nn/N (Sin 9)yi

Now from (22) and (23) it follows that (26) is bounded below by

>f/2    \J«N + 3/2)9)\de_cr/2    9^-m de
■>2m„/n      (Sin 9)i/2 j2Mt/n (Sin 9)i/2

(27)
r»/2    \J\((N + 3/2)0)|    o> C t-^-,,/   ;  n d.9 - cN-^2.

Hmv/n 9]/2

One can now use the asymptotics of the Bessel function at infinity since

(N + 3/2)0 > cM-n, M being large. The asymptotics are found in [6, equation

1.71.7, p. 15].

7,(x) = - (2/t7x)1/2 Sin(x - tt/4) + 0(x ~3/2),       x -^ + oo.

Substituting these asymptotics into (27) we get

cr./2i'/2    lSin((AT + 3/2)8 - «r/4)| ^     ^_3/a rw/2     *_cN-3/2

JlMit/S 6 ^2Mir/N   92

= ctN *x'2 log N - c2N~1/2 - c3N~3/2

> cN~1/2 log N   foTN > N0.
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So finally we have shown that if x E IN and fN(i) is as defined, then

(28) \H(fN(t)(PN(t) - PN+2(t)))(x)\ > CN-"2 log N.

We also find that

rCos(2Mir/N) dt
c \fN{t)\4 dt < r

J - 1 -'o

(29) </'      SmW'      t<c^^

Jo (1 - ,2)

Making the change of variable / = Cos 9 we get

J2Mtr/N   l3m " j2Mt/N

From (20) it follows that

m{x: x E /„, N\PN(x)\ \H(fN(t)(PN(t) - P„+2(0))(*)| >y}

(30) < (c/y4)\\fN\\t-

Now by (24) it follows that if x E IN, then

li^x)! > CN-x/\\ - Cos2(A/tt/A'))"1/4

> CN "1/2 Sin_l/2(A/ir/A') > C,       A7 > #„.

Hence by (28) it then follows that if x E IN,

N\PN(x)\ \H(fN(t)(PN(t) - PN+2(t)))(x)\ > CA"/2(log A').

Choosey = cA/"1/2(log A'). Note m(IN) > C/N2, N > N0. We then have from (30),

using estimate (29),

C    , C ... ., ,     „      „j

A^2       iV2(log A^)4
log N,    or   c, < c2(log A7)  \       N > N0.

This is a contradiction.    Q.E.D.

It is very likely that most of our results would carry over to the ultraspherical

case. But maybe by perturbing the weight functions one could get weak type results

in that context. The meaning of our result in the context of spherical functions is

also at the moment unclear.

We would also like to point out an answer to a question raised by H. Pollard,

which is to consider the maximal function x E (-1 + e, 1 — e), sup^S^/MI =

f*{x), then to show if \\f*\\p < Qe)!!/!^, 4/3 <p < 4. The answer to this question

is in the affirmative. It follows by using the Haar equiconvergence theorem [6,

Theorem 9.1.2, p. 244] and weighted norm inequalities for the maximal partial sum

operator for Fourier series due to R. A. Hunt and Wo-Sang Young. The norm

estimate above easily yields the pointwise convergence of Legendre series. This fact

in itself had been established by H. Pollard in [5].

Added in proof. Theorem 1 is valid whenp = 4/3.
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